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A CATALAN TRIANGLE 
In this paper WC consider lattice paths in the first quadrant and derive 
;I triangle similar to Pascal’s triangle that involves the Catalan r:umbers. 
We set up this Catalan triaqlc in Sectlon 2. In Section 3 we examine th; 
arithmetic properties of this triangle and in Section 4 we soJvc some ran- 
dom wallk problems. In Section 5 two sequences derived from this triangle 
are discussed; one is a sequence used by Cayley 12 3 in a discussion of 
partitioning 8 polygo;,, the other arises in a paper of Fine [ 3 1 where he 
sets up an axiomatic theory of extrapolation. 
WC define the sequence (C,,)tzl = { 1,&S, 14.42. 132,429. . . . ) ot 
Catalan numbers by 
r-, 1 I!fl = --.._ ( 1 t1 + 1 I1 l 
An extensive bibliographv compiled by Gould [4] lists 24.3 references 
to the Crtaian numbers ilicluding the famous problems of dividing a 
polygon into triangles, associating an cl-product , arrd summing an even 
number of plus and minus ones so as to keep all partial sums nonnegative. 
These results sltould be ust:ful in the further study of arithmetic 
t rianglcs, random wa.tks, and the Ca~lan numbers t hc~ nselvc s. 
2. Set up of the Catalan triangle 
A ~14trlr is a finite sequence of pairs uk = (Q~, bk ) of non-negative 
intqgxs such that 
(i) u, is (0,O): 
(ii) ifu, = (ak, b& then vk+! =(I fak,bk) or uk+, =(+ I +-b&i. 
A path (vO, ul, . . . . Us ) is said to be of der@r n. The &~tance between 
:=a = {(ai, 6,)]Fztj and {Wj }y=o = {(pi;, di))yz, is }~r, - ~~1. Wt: say 
two paths (ui $zo ZlYld {Wj ]yzO ifttwsect if Vk = \Vk for some 0 C k G f1. 
WC wish to find tttle n;!rmbcr of pairs of non-intt:rsecting paths. Ob- 
serve that if two paths of kngth $2 have distance k, then this pair can be 
extended to four pairs of paths of length N + I : me pair at distance k + I, 
two pairs at distanc:e k. and one pair at distance k _- II. Let Blrk denote 
the number of pairs of non-intersecting paths of length ~‘t and distance k. 
Tabulating the B,, yields the triangle 
The recurrenbz relztion derivec! from the observation above is B,, = 
B n--t&-t -t %-I*& +4-t&1 and the boundary conditions are 
B;:,, =O=B,.,+,,m> 1. 
The first reason for calling this a Catalan triangle is that the numbers 
in the first cotumn are indeed the Catalan numbers. 
We now want a closed expression for B,, and trial and error suggests 
B, = N/?z) (,2s) . _z 
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Proof. WC mxd only show that B,,, satisfies the rccurrenccf relation auc! 
the boundary conditions. 
=%-, k 1 + %, k +B,-1 k l 9 - , * 
The boundary conditions are obviously true. 
A trivia! corollary of this is that fur integers 
that (k/d I ,2_“$) is an integer (see Birkhoff [ 11 
m-_ 
1 G k < n we always have 
)* 
To SllIIltllXiZ~ We bVfZ &k = (k/n) (knk) is the number of pairs of 1. 
non-iuterseuting paths of length ~1 and distance k. Thus 
is bt th the nrmber of pairs of non-intersecting paths of length n and 
dista KX 1 and also the number of pairs of paths that intersect for the 
first ime (excluding (O,O)) at the (pt + 1 jst step. Levine [S] presents an 
interMing aftematt: proof of this last fact. 
3. Ar9hmetic properties 
WC want to ~vafltate _‘1, = ck” =I &,&. . To do this recall that each pair 
of non-& ersect ir\fn I iE, paths extends to 4 p;lirs o f paths of length M. Thus 
A.1 = 4A,,._, _- C&__. 1 , where Cn_ 1 amounts for the paths of length N - 1 
that intersect at step It. 
Proof. It suffices to show that this A, satisfies thiis rem-rence relation 
arid to observe that ,4 1 = 1. 
: . : 
We can use the results in tht* preceomg sections to do some random 
walk problems. Assume for instance that a cop and a robber both start 
at [Q,3) and both w:tlk in the first quadrant. At each lattice point they 
each flip a fair coin to determi,n~ if they should then proceed north or 
east to the next lattice point. Ef both the coy, and robber move simulta- 
n~ously, what is the chance that they will meet again at‘ttx lcavir,g (O,Oj’! 
Sin4x both the uop and the robber have availablc Y equal likely paths 
of length art, there are 4” pairs of paths of length K 2($ ( Tl* )I of which do 
noF meet. l‘h~ cxt r3 fxtor ot‘ Z accounts for the fact that we have labeled 
Wtr have used Stirling’s formula here. Thus the unfortum~tc robber 
has probability 1 of meeting the cop agadn. 
What if \st‘ ch;~~gc the proMem to where they start at different loc;~- 
tions but htth initial locations arc FI steps from (0, Oj? Let us call their 
initial locations I, anLE I, and the probtbility of not meeting after starting 
from I, and I, we will ~91 /12 . Let p1 be the probability of starting at 
(0,Oj and going by non-intersecting palhs to I,, and 1,. Obviously 11~ > 0. 
Then plpl G chance of Wvo paths starting at (0, c)) and not r!ltersecting. 
so /_?I p2 2 0 and fhus p-J = 0. 
Similar reasoning sziys th;tt if we allow the robber a few steps lead but 
now ask that the cop (now equipped with a bloodhou:;ci) cross the rob- 
bers tmil, then we obtain the s;~nc res.jlts. 
WC can pass to the &issic;il theory of random walks as Mows. Let a 
particle start at the origin NIL! rnovr one step east or west according as 
the cop ~rmvcs cast or north. Sim ;!frli :~ously trx particle moves one step 
south or north dqxnding on iije IIIOW of the rtlbber east or north. A 
return to the origin of this particle is quivalent to the cop and the rob- 
ber meeting at a pomt (k. kj. Thus by th: olassic.tl theory of mndom walks 
the x~p and robber must meet infinitely often at points on the diagonal 
[(k.kjj. 
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5. Two sequences 
The second ~olum n of the Catalan triangle yields the SC~LJ~JNX 
2 21 - i-6 )I ?Z - 2 n4 = g 1,4,14,43, X65,572,2002, . . . 3 . 
T&X numbers appear in a paper of Cayley’s [ 2 1 where he discusses 
dissecting polygons into smaller polygons by adding non-intersectirlg 
diagonals. Simplifying CayIcy’s cqmpu8ations leads to 
. tl+2.r;+Sx2-t-14x.3+42x4+ . . I )2” 1+4s+14u’+4$r”+16Fu$+ _I c t .’ . . . . 
The proo: of this is immediate using Proposition 3.21. Similarty 
( f -+ 2s + sx2 + 14xs1 +42x4 + . ..)” is the generating function of the 18th 
culumn of the Catalan triangle. Thus we have given a geometric inter- 
prctation to these numbers of Cayley as well as their cllused form. 
Fine [ 3 f , in a paper where he sets up an abstract heory of extrapokj- 
tion,devetops thenumberscquence {0,1,~,6,lS,5~,1X~,~~22,2120, 
7338, .,* which he computes rr;cursiveIy. Consider the set, T, of real 
numbers x f < x2 < x3 < . . . a< x, . A sirtrikzrily relation - on T is a 
reflexive, symmetric relation where if xQ < xb < x, and X, r*ll uL t then 
s, - xb and xb - .rL’. These requirements all seem reasonable; if (P is 
simifar to b, then b should be similar to CI. certainly every element should 
be similar to itself, and if two items are simila.r, then every element be- 
tween them should be similar to both. 
We can now ask various questions. Wow many such sin1 iltir relations 
are there? What if the relation must also be transitive? What if we 
require each element o be simiiar to some other efement han itself? 
What if WI: require this last property together with transitivity? The 
respective answers are the Catalan numbers, (In ), Fine’s sequence, and 
the Fibonacci numbers. 
The reason for requiring each element o be similar to some other 
e!cment is to avoid extrapolating with no similar data. Another way 
tttat Fine’s sequence shows up is by adding diagonals in the Catalan 
t riangie as fotiows. 
1 54 h ‘6 1 
-_-_ _ /’ ,/’ 
This gives as it corollary ti~at 
The pruof that Fine‘s sequence is identical to this Fibcrnacci --.Clatalan 
sequence is compficated ;md not included here, The details are available 
from the author. 
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t 41 What happens if we change to &pace’? In particular mulit the cop 
:tnd robber meet again witk probability 1 ? 
(S) Jc there a theory of ;Irithmetic triangles where a simple function 
of ihc gcntxating function of the first COlurnn yields the generating func- 
tion of the trth OO1umni! 
(7) When ttsamining simikity relatiions wh;lt happens if we require 
that each elemt~nt be simiIar to at lcxt 2 (or k) other elements’? 
(8) Is there ;I simple intePprctirtion of D,, in terms of pairs Of paths’! 
(0) Would we expect three paths in the northeast quadrant to have ;f 
common intersection’? (If we transJ;,te 3~ in Section 4 to the classical 
I 
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